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Abstract: The paper focused on “The Intention and practices of Charity by females”. Charity is defined as
giving to those in need, or love of one’s fellow men. This paper literature states that women are more interested
to donate charity and men are more interested in given money in charitable acts. The study deals with the
different cultural norms and values that directly affect the behaviour, attitude, practices, intentions and beliefs
regarding female charity practices. The study also highlights the various socio-economic and cultural patterns
that shape and define female charity practices and intentions in all age of women. Anthropological research data
was used to collect the data. The researcher also used the snowball sampling technique to get required
information from the target population. Snowball sampling is non-probability sampling technique where
researcher gets referrals from respondent about other respective respondents to acquire desired information.
Case studied taken in the field proved to be very useful for collecting the original information. Main findings of
study clearly ascertained that research was to find out the conceptual understanding of female about various
kinds of charity, evaluation of social value by enumerating the kinds and types of charity by the female and to
study the stimulants of female’s charities. Females are more generous in terms of Charity rather than men.
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1. Introduction
Charity is defined as giving to those in need, or love of one’s fellow men. Charity both obligatory almsgiving and voluntary donations was and is an established practice for Muslims throughout the world. The
concept of charity goes back to ancient era, and the practice of contribution for the poor has roots in all religions
of world. The word charity comes from the Latin word caritas, which means love. All the key religions of the
world focus to contribute for those in need e.g. for Christians, “Charity Never Filth". Buddhists assumed that
kindness is a basic component of life. Muslims practice helpful giving as one of the five pillars of their religion.
Charities and volunteering are supposed to be the greatest examples of "love in action." Many people believe
that they receive a lot in some other way by giving (Belaon, 2014). The concept of charity derives from the fact
to acknowledge that we own nothing but whatever has been given to us is a blessing from Allah (SWT) and it’s
His property. So, when we give out something from our pocket, we are sharing Allah’s blessings with His
mankind and since we don’t own anything, we don’t lose anything by giving out but only gain Allah’s rewards
(Piliavin, 2003). Charity is an extension of love into action, ranges from traditional alms-giving to forms of
generosity. It takes over actually, determining a full day's work for a full day's pay involves a great deal (Mckee,
1992). Different people practice charity for different purposes. Most the people donate and practice charity to be
blessed by God. Poor or miserable condition of the people motivates them to donate something in the way of
Allah (Kahneman, Krueger, Schkade, Schwarz, & Stone, 2006). They contribute something to fulfil basic needs
of the poor. Moreover, people also donate charity because they believe that donating some portion of their
wealth in the name of Allah can reduce their miseries and at the same time their wealth and assets would remain
pure (larry, 2008). Similarly, people also believe that through the practice of charity they can gain respect and
status in society and this thing can be helpful in gaining a political power in the community. We can evaluate
charity in economic, social, cultural and religious perspectives. Among these perspectives, the religious
perspective is the most effective in all the societies (Andreoni, 2007). Almost all the religions support charity
and motivate their followers to adopt that, taking the case of Islam, it gives a great concern on the importance of
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charity, which is clearer in these verses of Quran “Let those who give alms, both men and women, and lend unto
Allah goodly loan, it will be doubled for them and their will be a rich reward” (Quran, 2000) . Adult females are
more generous than men. Only the adult females do not give charity in money (Mary A. O'Herlihy, Havens, &
Schervish, 2002). Siegel talked about earlier, females visiting the poor cottages frequently because in that setting
she can be superficial and in a sense untouchable, whereas if she is charitable within her own dwelling and with
her own servants, they might take liberties (Siegel, 2012). Female enclosure is a prominent theme in discussions
of girls and women in early modern areas of Charity (Jeronimo, 2003). Recent studies have begun to
demonstrate that prescriptive statements and commentary do not capture the full range of early modern Spanish
women's activities and movement (Nader, 2004).Themes of female enclosure are not unique to unmarried girls
or married women (Bremen, 2012). Institutions existed for women whose virtue was endangered by the absence
of adequate family protection, as orphans, daughters of poor or indecorous parents, wives of vicious husbands,
abandoned spouses or widows; indocile girls and wives could be enclosed against their will by relatives (Carman,
2004). Victims of seduction could redeem themselves or at least give birth in decent secrecy, poor virtuous,
physically attractive girls could earn their dowry by spending seven years in an institution (Cohen, 1992).
Individual women of all classes participated in traditional form so f personal giving, such as distributing alms
and caring for the sick poor, that endured into the twentieth century (Khan, 2013). At the same time, private
charitable organizations, which numbered several thousand by 1900, relied heavily on money, time, and effort
donated by women (Karlan&List, 2004). Women who sought to participate in public life inn, like most of their
Western counter parts, had to contend with cultural norms that confined them to the home and family (Cotterill,
John, & Richardson, 2010).

2. Objectives
Women may likewise be distinguished by their eagerness to both give and volunteer at more elevated
amounts than their male partners. Ladies, by and large, give twice as much to philanthropy and make three times
the quantity as compared men. The main aim of the study was how women intentions and practices are involved
in charity. So, hence, following objectives were set.
•

To investigate the socio-cultural stimulants for charity amongst women.

•

To investigate the cultural norms and values that directly relates to intentions and beliefs regarding
female charity practices.

3. Methodology
Anthropologists built up a portion of the generally utilized strategies for discovering designs in content, for
concentrate how individuals utilize their chance, and for figuring out how individuals decide. Those techniques
are up for snatches by everybody. The Methodology involves the selection of techniques and methods used for
the collection of data. This includes the assumptions and values that serve as a rationale for the research and the
standards or criteria the researcher uses in interpreting data and reaching conclusions. This research was based
on anthropological study and there was a need of specific methodology that helps in ladder of abstraction to
produce and organized the relevant data. Informal interviews, participant observation, case studies were used as
tools to get the relevant data from the field. Snowball sampling is non-probability sampling technique where
researcher gets referrals from respondent about other respective respondents to acquire desired information.
Specifically, the researcher selected snow-ball sampling technique for this respective research because it is not
possible to include or insured the participation of all the natives of that respective locale for this study because
the nature of study demands those natives who were involved in the practice of charity. Participant Observation
was applied by the researcher for her research initiatives and in-depth knowledge about people and locale and to
collect the quantitative as well as qualitative data of descriptive nature and to remove the barriers confronted in
the community. The researcher was an active, but a passive member of the community. The researcher
participated in all events of social importance during my stay at the locale. Case studies improve the quality of
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data in a great deal. The researcher also collected data through case studies because it provided a ground to get
first-hand data from the natives about knowledge of charity practices in detail with accordance to the
socioeconomic characteristics of respective respondents.

4. Charity Intentions and Practices
Charity is a method of donating money, food and services to those who are in need, facing miserable
circumstances, having not enough resources to meet their basic or daily life requirements. (Mary A. O'Herlihy,
Havens, & Schervish, 2002). Muslim beliefs have inspired charitable giving for over fourteen centuries, yet
Islamic history has rarely been examined from this perspective. A standout amongst the most essential lessons
from the behavioral science writing is that on the off chance that you need to energize somebody to accomplish
something, you should make it as simple as feasible for them to do as such (Charities-and-Foundation, 2010).
Females have done charity, because this act has also given then happiness along with the satisfaction so, Din
Akon and Nortan said, Incidentally, the potential for cash to build satisfaction might be subverted by the sorts of
decisions that reasoning about cash advances; the simple idea of having cash makes individuals less inclined to
enable associates, to give charity (Dunn, Aknin, & Nortan, 2008). Females are very important part of the society
and they also play an important role to construct a society. When we talk about the charitable practices and their
indigenous knowledge, females play a vital role in these practices. Normally charity begins at home, when we
were small children our parents, especially our mother told the way of methods to help the poor and needy
person. Over the past decades, Charity was done by females rather than male. Female’s charities consist of kinds
rather than money. So, found a comparative relationship between pay, ways of managing money, and subjective
well‐being in the all-inclusive community. The more individuals spent on giving, paying little respect to their
genuine pay, the higher their well‐being (Halprin, 2010). Our Indigenous knowledge of the traditions, norms
and values which are practiced in our houses, are reshaping our charitable practices in the society. So, Sanders
Norton and Smith defined that Charities themselves may likewise offer motivating forces of the shape, where
one individual's gift is coordinated by cash from another source (Sanders, Smith, & Norton, 2013). So, it means
how we practice in these activities. How much giving helps the people and how we give? Why society consider
female donate more than men? Why male donates money than female? These all things we learned from our
houses at the beginning of the learning stages. So, Vesterlund presents a hypothetical model in which persons
who are ignorant of the charitable quality of giving to move in succession. In this model, the people who moves
initially takes part in an exorbitant hunt to decide the charitable quality of giving (Vesterland, 2003). So, Potters
et al. also supports that argument, a comparative theory tentatively, finding that educated operators are
endogenously moved to start with, and that consequent charitable activities arrange on their gifts (Potters, Sefton,
& VesterLund, 2005). In these entire scenarios, a female played a vital role. Female Charitable practices to serve
or support at a small level in different categories. Many Studies analyze that charitable practices combined with
the religious congregation. Thus, it is hardly surprising that a relationship is found in people’s religiosity and
giving is interrelated with each other.

5. Indigenous Knowledge
As for as the question of local understanding about the charity is concerned, we clearly come to
know that the Indigenous knowledge about the charity points to different social, religious and
demographic features of the charity. Indigenous knowledge always depends on previous experiences
and socially embedded features (Women-Philintherophy-Institute, 2015). Residential adaptations,
religious following and traditional learning are the major field of concerns regarding women charitable
behaviors (Women-Philonthropy-Institute, 2014). Charity is not only a part of religion only; it also
inherits our cultural roots. Some people who are not religious are also involved in charitable practices
(Mill, 2010). They give charity to start any work, to get success, through these charities Allah will
bless them and give them more in this way. During research, the respondents clearly claimed that these
practices are always practiced in their houses, so each person of the society is totally familiar and
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satisfied with it. These practices are inherited from generation to generation. The traditional charitable
practices are also linked with religion however. No doubt religion keeps primary stack for justified
performance of these charitable practices at large scale. Fourth percent of respondent told me many
hadiths are linked with the charity. Fifty percent of women said that who give more in the way of Allah,
Allah will give more. Religiosity is defined as a relationship with a religious tradition and the rate of
attendance at religious services (Millward, Richard, Rael, & Sinha, 2015). Respondents were asked
how often they attend religious services: every week, once or twice a month, a few times a year, hardly
ever, or never. Thirty percent of the sample was not affiliated with a religious tradition. These are
people who say they are not much religious, or nothing. Respondents who are not involved in religious
activities also perform charitable practices, their traditional knowledge and practices taught them to
involve in charitable practices to help poor and give them their basic needs. These people are the only a
way to give them, because Allah give them a lot of money and resources, so rich people should help
poor and needy, because charity is a way to get the blessings of Allah, to help the poor and needy
people. Seventy percent of respondents told the routine of performance of the charitable practices
which are daily like a small amount of money to beggars as a sadka (Sadka is a part of voluntary
charity. It is given when people have seen bad oms in their dreams. So, they distributed among people
as a form of money or raw meat) and khairat (It is also part of the voluntary charity. It was distributed
among people even on daily routine. Khairat was most of time was given in the form of cooked food
weekly like give the food items or cooked food as a khairat or throw raw meat on the roof for birds as a
Sadka, monthly like a goat was sacrificed on the name of Allah and its meat sent to the Madrassa’s
children as a sadka and many of them were associated to special occasions like Shab-e-Barat, Eid
Miladun Nabi, Giarwi Sharif, Shabe Kadar, On the birth of child, on marriage ceremony etc. The
people always followed their elders at home who performed charitable acts in their lives. Twenty
percent house wives which were not empowered, even though they always preferred to help poor from
their small pocket money and daily expenditures were given by their husbands. In fact, twenty percent
of the women had a limited access to money, but they performed their charitable practices through
kinds like vegetables, flour, sugar, milk etc.

6. Motivations that Involved in Charity
The motivating factors encourage charitable practices. Motivations are important factors that
impacts female lead and to become givers in the first place. The motivations of the charitable giving by
the wealthy more succinctly is the major motives of the donors (U.S.A.Trust, 2013). Motivations of
charitable practices of giving are both simple and complex (Morrison & Sabarwal, 2008). The simple
part is that what motivates the wealthy very much and what motivates someone at any point along the
economic spectrum (United-Nation-Development-prograamme, 2010). The complex part about the
charitable motivation of the wealthy is that those who hold great wealth and consciously direct it to
social purposes invariably wanting to shape rather than merely support a charitable cause (Nicholas &
WuDunn, 2009). Twenty-three percent of respondents have had different views about the motivations
of charity. Females have had the view that Islamic values motivate to help poor. They narrate the
charity as a way by which money rotate in the society and poor are benefited from it. They believe that
if they do not participate in charitable practices, the God will get angry with them. It is the religious
responsibility to help the poor and needy person. Allah says who help others I will help them. So, to get
reward from Allah, people help the poor and needy. Religion is a best motivational factor that
persuades the people to involve in charitable practices. Twenty percent of respondents expressed that
this is the moral and social responsibility to help others through charitable practices. All the people was
living in an area were not rich. Some people could not enjoy even their basic needs. So, a neighbor
should help through money and different kind of things. It is the part of humanity to help one who is in
miserable condition. People whom they do not help the poor especially their relatives and neighbors,
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they could not lie in the category of humans. Keeping in view one’s bad living conditions, so it is our
moral and social responsibility to help them through charitable practices. Fifty seven percent of the
respondents also have had the view “one who have faced poverty in his past or even in his childhood,
he could not see another in the same condition”.

7. Level of Satisfaction
No research has been conducted to study the male to female differences regarding religiosity giving
relationship (Girl-Effect-Organization, 2006). However, a general belief has been developed which
possess a reflection of the philosophy that women contribute more than men. Among the theories are
men and women are socialized into gender specific roles where women’s traditional family role is a
caregiver, nurturer, and mother (LutheranWorldFederation, 2002). As major socializers of their
children, mothers model religious behavior such as affiliation and attendance to set examples for their
children. Women have more time to devote to religion because of the gender-based division of labor
within the home (Bell, 2005). Working less outside the home provides women with more time to
pursue religious-related activities. Women are more religious because of their hatred to the risk
associated with binger religious (LWF-Women-Magzine, 2016). Some have argued that a risk-averse
person will deal with uncertainties such as weather, disease and even death in culturally appropriate
ways such as participating in religion. (Mesch, Ottoni-Wilhelm, Osili, Hayat, & Pactor, 2014). The
satisfaction is an extremely personal and psychological state which varies from person to person as
well as society to society (Clark, 2005). Whenever one help others, it creates an improved sense of
well-being. When one sacrifice something such as time, well, finances or property to help poor in need
can give a realistic sense of purposive life and moral satisfaction. While numerous requests for Charity
focus on the idea that helping (Eriksson, 1995). The research proved that cheerful individuals give
more, that giving relates to and liking giving causes satisfaction, and that these connections may keep
running in a round manner, such that glad individuals give more, then feel more satisfied, then give
more, etc. When individuals begin to give for childish reasons keeping in mind the end goal to feel
great rather than un-selfish reasons, to help other people, such extraneous inspirations may swarm out
characteristic inspiration to help. Seventeen percent of respondents have had the view after giving
charity to poor and needy people, they have achieved inner satisfaction. People has accessed their
needs because of them. Females have performed charity in different ways. Females were financially
independent help others through money, so their satisfaction level was different from the house wives.
Twenty two percent of females have given money for a student’s education, they have got maximum
satisfaction because this charity has built a future of the student. These students would become a future
of the country as well as a supporting hand of their parents. The students would also to contribute the
economy of the country. Seventeen percent of the female respondents who have given charity in kinds
had a different level of satisfaction. They often used to donate commodities to those people who have
not enough money to purchase their basic needs.

8. Conclusion
The purpose of the research was to find out the conceptual understanding of female about various
kinds of charity, evaluation of social value by enumerating the kinds and types of charity by the female
and to study the stimulants of women’s charities. The research concluded that women of the society
completely realize the importance of various kinds of charity and perform them per environment and
importance of the occasion and its social requirement. The women of the locale during research give a
clear concept of social understandings about the charity. The charity giver women explained their
inspirations for charity giving process. Keeping in view the hypothesis of the research we come to
know about a fundamental factor which drives the whole process of charity. The religion is basic
inspiration of the givers to give. The receivers cannot ignore the religious inspiration as primary
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stimulant for the givers to proceed in positive way. Almost all the women in the locale keep the
importance of the religious teaching regarding charity giving more sacred and precious. The primer
inspiration will always be the religious teaching. However, t our hypothesis is not fully supported by
the research, insecurity and vulnerability does not directly affect the positive or negative proceedings
regarding charity. The hypothesis can occasionally be evaluated but it might be applicable in any
individual case but overall, this is wrong.
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